Visual looming is a primitive for human emotion
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Abstract

Looming objects afford threat of collision across the animal kingdom. Defensive responses to looming and neural computations for looming detection are strikingly conserved across species. In mammals, information about rapidly approaching threats is conveyed from the retina to the midbrain superior colliculus, where variables that indicate the position and velocity of approach are computed to enable defensive behavior. Neuroscientific theories posit that emotional feelings are based on representations in the midbrain, which are further elaborated in cortical systems. However, how these computations relate to phenomenal experience in humans is largely unknown. Here, we show that a shallow convolutional neural network based on the Drosophila visual system predicts human behavioral and brain responses across development. In laboratory experiments using controlled visual stimuli, we find that this model explains defensive behaviors to looming objects in infants and superior colliculus responses to optical expansion in adults. Further, examining responses to a broader array of naturalistic video clips, we observe that representations of looming from this model predict self-reported emotion largely on the basis of subjective arousal. Our results illustrate how human emotions may be supported by species-general systems for survival in unpredictable environments.
Main Text

Emotions guide people to make sense of and react adaptively to the world around them. A hallmark of human emotion is the complexity of emotionally evocative situations and the varied ways in which individuals appraise them. Nevertheless, certain events consistently drive similar experiences across individuals. A spectator at a baseball game is likely to flinch in the face of an oncoming foul ball. A pedestrian might report feeling frightened after a speeding car cuts too close to them in the crosswalk.

Even if emotional experience is ultimately highly personalized by a variety of developmental and cultural factors, some components of this experience are likely shared across people and across phylogeny. These building blocks of emotion are considered “primitives” in the sense that they are psychologically irreducible and they have properties that are present across species. Thus, to understand the nature and origins of human emotion, we must identify which features are shared across species and the mechanisms by which specific sensory inputs drive specific emotional states.

Humans are tuned to detect and react to certain classes of evolutionarily prepared stimuli, and threats to survival in particular. Predators make up one such class of threats. For example, human observers—including infants and children—detect pictures of snakes faster than other objects. Macaques also rapidly detect and learn to avoid snakes, two behaviors thought to be implemented in subcortical pathways through the superior colliculus and pulvinar. Emotional expressions make up another such class of sensory signals indicative of threat. For example, fearful facial expressions are detected more rapidly than other expressions. This heightened sensitivity may be subverted by the detection of specific visual features, like widened eyes, in the amygdala via similar inputs from the pulvinar nucleus. However, not all animals are as sensitive to predatory snakes, or the wide-eyed facial expressions of conspecifics, suggesting these behaviors are unlikely to be supported by neural mechanisms that are shared across species.

One type of stimulus that is perceived as threatening and evokes defensive behavior across species is visual looming. As an object approaches the viewer, or looms, it tends to block light, and its edges expand optically. Additionally, if the object is on a collision course, its edges will expand radially in the observer’s frame of reference. Rapidly approaching objects in the environment are almost invariably dangerous, like predators, or projectiles that may cause physical damage upon contact, and very few other types of environmental motion will create such a combination of visual features. Dark-shape radial expansion thus affords threat of collision to any animal that can detect it.

Many species of animals show defensive responses to looming stimuli that are subsumed by similar neural pathways. Rapidly looming shadows elicit escape behaviors in animals including but not limited to insects, birds, rodents, and nonhuman primates. Humans, as well, show defensive responses—when faced with physically looming objects, human infants and adults blink and flinch respectively. Across mammals, detecting and responding to looming motion involves the superior colliculus, a midbrain structure whose neural organization and role in sensorimotor orienting is highly conserved across species. The superior colliculus encodes looming via neurons in its deeper layers. Information about looming is used to coordinate defensive behavior via projections to subcortical structures including the periaqueductal grey, ventral tegmental area, and the thalamus. The computations involved in detecting and responding to visually looming threats are comparable across vertebrates, suggesting they may produce a “central emotion state” that is a building block of emotion. This
conservation suggests models of looming detection from nonhuman animal studies can be applied to predict human responses to similar stimuli.

Although the brain basis of looming detection is increasingly understood across species, it remains unclear how visual looming contributes to affective experience in humans. Looming is such a strong threat cue that one can readily imagine one’s emotional response to, say, seeing a ball hurtle toward one’s head, even if the ball does not actually make contact. Even though looming is well-established as an aversive and arousing experience, we still lack a mechanistic understanding of how looming is detected by human perceptual systems, and how perceptual representations of looming relate to subjective experience. To this end, we use a shallow convolutional neural network based on the architecture of the *Drosophila* visual system as a computationally explicit model of collision detection.

We hypothesize that visual looming contributes to human emotional experience via computations that are conserved across species and only require information available in the optical array. If this is the case, then a species-general convolutional neural network for collision detection should predict brain activity, defensive behavior, and subjective experience in humans, because it contains representations related to “primitive” dimensions of arousal and threat. To test these predictions, we analyze human adult fMRI responses to dynamic videos to assess whether BOLD signal in the superior colliculus encodes representations of looming from the artificial neural network. Next, we analyze looming stimuli that induce defensive blinking in human infants to assess whether the same representations of looming predict defensive behavior. Finally, we analyze naturalistic videos that evoke twenty distinct varieties of emotional experience to assess whether representations of looming predict self-reported emotion, and whether those representations relate to valence and arousal, which together are thought to comprise a building block of emotional experience. Through these analyses, we test which aspects of human affective experience can be produced by computations implemented in the perceptual systems of multiple species.

We adapted a model of *Drosophila* collision detection to relate the looming component of naturalistic videos to human affective responses. We implemented a pre-trained shallow convolutional neural network with connections constrained by the connectivity of loom-sensitive *Drosophila* LPLC2 neurons, directly inputting the pre-trained filter for a single LPLC2 “neuron” as the kernel (Figure 1A). The network takes sequences of optical flow as input, with four channels per frame—one for each of the cardinal directions of optical flow. These channels are convolved with a characteristic radial outward motion filter across each frame, producing a two-dimensional spatial representation of looming. The looming representation is summed across units to produce a framewise estimate of collision probability over the sequence of visual inputs. We used the activations in the single convolutional layer (i.e., representations of looming) to predict human brain responses in superior colliculus, infant defensive blinking, and self-reported emotion evoked by naturalistic videos.

**Visual looming is encoded in the human superior colliculus**

First, we tested whether variables used to predict imminent collision in the shallow convolutional neural network are encoded in human superior colliculus activity. We fit encoding models of looming motion to predict fMRI signal acquired as participants viewed dynamic visual stimuli used for retinotopic mapping (see Methods). The visual stimuli included four types of motion: clockwise and counterclockwise sweeping wedges in addition to contracting and expanding rings. Because expanding rings involve symmetric radial expansion, which is a hallmark of looming and activates specific neural
populations in deep layers of the superior colliculus \cite{37}, responses to this stimulus should be best explained by encoding models utilizing features that are useful for detecting imminent collision. Accordingly, to test for looming specificity, we compared the performance between two encoding models: a stimulus-general model that identifies mappings between representations of looming and human brain activity using responses to all four stimulus types, and an expansion-specific model that identifies mappings using only responses to optical expansion. If the human superior colliculus responses encode visual looming, then the encoding model trained on optical expansion alone should outperform the stimulus-general model.

**Figure 1. Visual looming is encoded in the human superior colliculus.** (A) We computed optical flow from dynamic retinotopic mapping stimuli featuring clockwise and counterclockwise sweeping wedges (top) and contracting and expanding rings (bottom). (B) We passed the optical flow through a shallow convolutional neural network originally trained to detect imminent collision. The pre-trained convolutional units (left) filter each frame for outward motion in the four cardinal directions, and output a matrix of activations corresponding to the timecourse of looming motion at various points in the visual field. Figure adapted with permission from reference \cite{32}. (C) We convolved these timecourses with the canonical hemodynamic response function to generate a multivariate encoding model to predict looming-related BOLD signal. Example timecourses are shown for a 5-cycle run of the expanding ring stimulus from two units at the center (blue) and periphery (orange) of the visual field. Units at the center tend to peak in activation early in the cycle, when the ring is in the center of the visual field, and units at the periphery tend to peak later in the cycle, when the ring has expanded. (D) We assessed model performance using leave-one-subject-out cross-validated Pearson’s $r$ between encoding model-predicted bold and observed BOLD. Boxplots show median and interquartile range of the model fit estimates from each cross-validation fold. The expansion-specific model of superior colliculus activity (pink, far right, upper panel) outperforms a stimulus-general model on...
the same data. CW = clockwise. CCW = counterclockwise. (E) Voxelwise activity was well-explained by the expansion-specific model across our superior colliculus ROI.

We found that the expansion-specific encoding model predicted BOLD responses in the superior colliculus (leave-one-subject-out cross-validated $r = .119, p < .001$, permutation test; Figure 1D), and that it outperformed a stimulus-general encoding model that was not specific to expanding motion ($\Delta r = .046, p = .020$, permutation test). Critically, the expansion-specific model performed equally or worse than the general model when predicting responses to sweeping wedges and contracting rings ($\Delta r = .092, p < .001$, permutation test). On the other hand, we found that V1 BOLD responses, which should not be predominantly driven by any particular stimulus, were explained well by the stimulus-general model (leave-one-subject-out cross-validated $r = .332, p < .001$, permutation test; Figure 1D). The expansion-specific encoding model also slightly outperformed other stimulus-specific models when adjusting for stimulus-general encoding model fit, with a notably smaller effect size than models of superior colliculus activity ($\Delta r = .043, p = .002$; Figure 1D). These results confirm that patterns of BOLD activity in V1 contain information about both the general location and motion of visual stimulation, whereas patterns of BOLD activity in the human superior colliculus encode representations of looming motion that predict defensive behavior across species.

Representations of looming predict defensive blinking in infants

To investigate whether the shallow convolutional network can characterize the behavioral affordances of looming threats, we evaluated whether it predicts defensive blinking in human infants. Infants develop a propensity to blink in the face of looming stimuli beginning at 4-6 months. Defensive blinking is selective to impending collision, and thus likely driven by looming computations like the ones modeled by our shallow neural network. If the shallow neural network contains representations of looming similar to those used by newborn infants, then infants’ tendency to blink while viewing looming objects should be related to model-estimated collision probability on each frame.
Figure 2. Representations of looming predict defensive blinking to looming objects in infants. (A) Infants viewed videos of looming objects generated by radially expanding static images over time to simulate the appearance of approach motion. (B) We passed the optical flow from these videos through the neural network for collision detection, which rectifies and sums unit activations and then applies a softmax activation function to estimate collision probability on each frame. (C) Extracted collision probabilities for one representative video. (D) Videos with varying apparent times-to-contact showed that greater looming collision probability was associated with increased blinking on a given frame (Poisson regression). (E) Receiver operating characteristic curves showing separability of “high-blind” (>= 5 blinks) and “low-blind” (<5 blinks) frames.

Analyzing defensive blinking as infants viewed visually looming objects (Figure S2), we found that collision probability predicted blink count across all frames (beta = .221, SE = .020, Poisson regression, p < .001, permutation test; Figure 2D). To quantify the strength of this relationship, we leveraged the neural network’s stronger activation to faster-approaching stimuli to test whether infants are similarly sensitive to the approach velocity of looming stimuli. We found that model-based representations of looming discriminated frames containing five or more total eye-blinks (which were generally at the end of the video clip, see Methods) from those that contained fewer than 5 eye-blinks (area under the ROC curve (AUROC) = .902, SE = .025, p < .001, permutation test), with greater discriminability with increasing object speeds (Kendall’s τ = -.657, p = .046, permutation test; Figure 2E). These observations confirm that species-general computations of optical expansion are sufficient to predict velocity-sensitive human defensive responses to dynamic looming stimuli.

Representations of looming predict subjective emotion elicited by naturalistic videos

Next, we investigated whether computations for detecting looming threats also predict normative ratings of emotional videos. Although many sources of information can inform subjective experience, here we tested whether visual input that affords imminent collision predicts variation in self-reported emotion. To this end, we trained a 20-way linear discriminant analysis classifier to identify the consensus emotion category of 1315 videos from their two-dimensional looming representations. We tested this classifier on 332 held-out videos from the same database and found that representations of looming predicted the top consensus emotion category above chance (16.9%, SE = 2.1%, chance = 13.0%, p = .010, permutation test; Figure 3D). The AUROC was .538 (chance = .5, SE = .024, p = .024, permutation test), showing that looming information could discriminate between a subset of emotion classes.

Information about object motion and stable visual properties (e.g., texture, shape, color) are processed by distinct neural pathways, suggesting that information from these two sources may uniquely contribute to emotional experience. To test whether looming information predicts video emotion categories independently from information related to object quality, we compared the performance of the shallow neural network to a deep convolutional network that categorizes emotional situations based on the static content of individual video frames. The ability of the looming model and the static visual model to classify emotion categories were uncorrelated (Kendall’s τ = -.189, p = .122, permutation test). For example, the looming model was relatively better at discriminating videos labeled as “fear” (looming model: AUROC = .638, SE = .066, 2nd out of 20; static model: AUROC = .727, SE = .064, 13th out of 20; Figure S2) and “surprise” (looming model: AUROC = .593, SE = .106, 5th out of 20; static model: AUROC = .565, SE = .137, 18th out of 20; Figure S2). Meanwhile, the static model was relatively better at discriminating videos labeled as “craving” (looming model: AUROC = .345, SE = .091, 19th out of 20; static model: AUROC = .969, SE = .017, 1st out of 20; Figure S2) and “sexual desire” (looming model: AUROC = .
.465, SE = .074, 13th out of 20; static model: AUROC = .943, SE = .018, 2nd out of 20; Figure S2). These differences suggest that some emotion categories are characterized by the presence of looming motion, whereas other categories are better characterized by the presence of specific visual features, irrespective of how those features move in the environment.

Finally, we investigated how the representation of looming in the shallow convolutional neural network relates to different emotion categories. To distinguish prevalent psychological accounts of looming 19,34,41, we compared the similarity of predictions made when attempting to classify patterns of optical flow into 20 emotion categories (Figure S3) to the similarity of self-report ratings of fear, valence, and arousal (representational similarity analysis 42; see Figures S4-5). We also included the similarity of predictions from the deep convolutional neural network as a covariate (Figure S6), to assess relationships between model-based representations of looming and self-reported experience, independent of static visual features.

**Figure 3.** Representations of looming predict subjective emotion evoked by naturalistic videos in adults. (A) Participants viewed short video clips depicting a variety of situations. Frames are shown from a stimulus with apparent looming motion. (B) We passed the optical flow from these videos through the same convolutional neural network and extracted unit activations from the convolutional layer. (C) We trained a 20-way linear discriminant classifier to predict the normative emotion category of each video from its looming activations. (D) The collision detection model classified videos into 20 consensus emotion categories above chance (right bar). A deep convolutional neural network that uses static visual features associated with different emotion categories also performed well (left bar). (E) Distance between emotion categories in the collision detection emotion classifier is unrelated to subjective valence, after adjusting for information from the static object quality-based emotion classifier. (F) Distance between emotion categories in the collision detection classifier
This analysis revealed that the similarity of emotion categories in the looming-based classifier did not correlate with that of subjective fear (partial \( r = .110, p = .121 \), permutation test). The representational similarity of emotions based on looming positively correlated with arousal (partial \( r = .169, p = .015 \), permutation test; Figure 3F) but not valence (partial \( r = .047, p = .495 \), permutation test; Figure 3F). Meanwhile, representational similarity based on static visual features positively correlated with that of subjective fear (partial \( r = .184, p = .008 \), permutation test), arousal (partial \( r = .237, p < .001 \), permutation test) and valence (partial \( r = .174, p = .012 \), permutation test), conceptually replicating prior assessments of still frames from the same dataset \(^{40} \). These findings suggest that in this set of brief naturalistic videos, representations of looming motion that facilitate the detection of imminent collision are primarily related to subjective arousal, whereas representations of static visual features are more directly linked to valence and the experience of specific emotion categories.

**Discussion**

Our results support the view that emotion is functional; it flexibly guides cognition and enables organisms to respond to urgent needs in unpredictable environments \(^{43} \). We demonstrate how an incredibly simple network architecture can have broad explanatory power, accounting for different neurobehavioral measures across the lifespan. Recent advances using goal-driven optimization with much more complex architectures (on the order of \( 10^7 \) more parameters) to characterize cortical systems involved in object recognition, speech perception, and language processing \(^{44-46} \) has been based on the idea that large, overparameterized models are necessary to explain the human mind. The present findings stand in contrast to this approach, illustrating how a much simpler architecture trained with the right objective function—a computational primitive—characterize multiple aspects of human behavior that are not explained by more complex models of cortical brain systems \(^{40} \).

Studies focused on human language and self-reported experience identify valence (pleasantness or unpleasantness) as the dimension that best predicts the semantic structure of emotion across cultures \(^{47} \). Experience-sampling suggests that adults organize their emotions primarily using valence \(^{35} \), and developmental studies further show that infants and children first distinguish facial expressions and linguistic concepts using valence \(^{48,49} \). We found that computations supporting a species-general behavior uncover information predominantly related to subjective arousal, suggesting that primitive aspects of phenomenal experience may be implemented at the level of the human midbrain \(^{2} \). More generally, our findings caution against the assumption that certain stimuli which evoke defensive behaviors produce experiences that resemble prototypical instances of fear in adults, because the computations that underlying these behaviors do not strongly predict subjective valence or fear in a broader array of naturalistic stimuli.

Our work validates nonhuman animal research examining the neural mechanisms of looming detection. Because the artificial neural network we studied is sensitive to velocity and predicts imminent collision similarly to the computation of \( \eta \) in Drosophila LPLC2 neurons \(^{32,50} \), our fMRI findings suggest that this optical parameter is encoded in the human superior colliculus as well. Because neuronal populations encoding \( \eta \) fire maximally just prior to collision, they are particularly strong candidates for mediating
subsequent escape behavior. Escape vigor is calculated by thresholding this population activity in downstream regions like the insect lobula giant movement detector and the mammalian dorsal periaqueductal grey. Analogously, future work in humans can investigate the flow of continuous looming threat from superior colliculus to interconnected regions that coordinate defensive behavior.

We showcase the power of characterizing how human emotions may arise from ancient computations conserved across species. Our observations provide a sketch of what a complete understanding of emotion might look like from a neurocomputational perspective. Precisely characterizing species-general central emotion states by modeling how environmental and social affordances shape behavior (e.g., active escape coupled with the looming stimuli that elicit it) will likely explain a substantial portion of human emotion. Developing models that can faithfully perform other tasks involving language, music, and complex social behaviors that are uniquely human will also likely be necessary. By shifting the focus from a small number of apparently simple, interpretable dimensions to computationally explicit models that match the complexity of the brain, this approach promises to yield fundamentally new insights into the origins and nature of emotion.
Materials & methods

Implementation of the shallow convolutional neural network

We implemented a shallow neural network model originally built to model the Drosophila LPLC2 pathway and trained to identify whether dynamic stimuli are on a collision course with the viewer. The network takes in a 4D timescourse of visual motion in each of the 4 cardinal directions. The network has two layers that operate on each frame of the timeseries: one convolutional layer, which, once trained, passes a $12 \times 12$ px outward motion filter over the visual field to generate a 256-unit representation of looming, and one summation layer, which rectifies, sums, and applies a softmax activation function to estimate looming collision probability for that frame.

For each of the studies reported below, we first resized the study’s stimuli to $132 \times 132$ px to yield 256 convolutional units given the filter size and stride parameters. We then estimated each stimulus’ optical flow using the Farneback algorithm as implemented by OpenCV and re-cast the optical flow from 2D (positive/negative motion in the x and y directions) to 4D (positive motion in each of the cardinal directions, hereafter referred to as cardinal flow) in accordance with the model.

We then adapted the pre-trained collision detection model from operating on fly-like to human-like vision, instantiating it as a 2D convolutional neural network in PyTorch that passes the pre-trained $12 \times 12$ px outward motion filter over the optical flow from a human-watchable video stimulus, with 11 px stride and 0 px padding, to replicate the unit-to-unit visual field overlap from the original fly-like model.

We left the summation layer identical to the original model. Finally, we passed each stimulus’ cardinal flow through the modified collision detection model and extracted representations of looming at various stages of the model to map onto human responses (described further for each study below).

Study 1: Retinotopic fMRI study

Overview. In Study 1, we tested whether looming representations in our model were encoded in human superior colliculus BOLD activity. We leveraged whole-brain fMRI responses to dynamic visual stimuli used for retinotopic mapping to maximize potential looming-related variance in superior colliculus activity. We hypothesized that BOLD responses to visual stimuli would be driven by two types of neural populations: retinotopically organized populations in superficial layers that respond irrespective of motion direction and populations in intermediate and deep layers of the colliculus that respond primarily to expanding radial motion. We tested this hypothesis by fitting multivariate encoding models to predict patterns of colliculus response using the shallow convolutional neural network for collision detection as a feature extractor. If the human superior colliculus contains neural populations that code for visual looming, and they are engaged by the retinotopic videos, then encoding model performance should be the highest on models trained and tested specifically on video stimuli that include optical expansion.

Experimental paradigm and stimuli. We used a previously published dataset of retinotopic mapping fMRI scans collected on 15 healthy adult participants. Participants were scanned while viewing four types of dynamic retinotopy stimuli: clockwise and counterclockwise sweeping wedges, and contracting and expanding rings. The stimuli cycled across the visual field with a period of 32 s, with five repetitions per run, with each run lasting 3 minutes.

MRI preprocessing. fMRI data were preprocessed using SPM12 in MATLAB. Images were first realigned to the first image of the series using a six parameter, rigid-body transformation.
realigned images were then normalized to MNI152 space using a 12-parameter affine transformation followed by nonlinear deformations using a three-dimensional discrete cosine transform basis set, as implemented in SPM. No additional smoothing was applied to the normalized images. Normalized images were subsequently temporally bandpass filtered with cutoff frequencies centered around the stimulus frequency (.667/32 and 2/32 Hz).

**Measurements.** We extracted preprocessed BOLD timeseries from a hand-drawn ROI of the superior colliculus, as well as from an ROI of V1 as a positive control.

**Modeling.** We passed sequences of cardinal flow from each retinotopic mapping stimulus through the convolutional layer of the collision detection model. We then convolved the timecourse of units in the shallow convolutional neural network to each of the retinotopy stimuli with the SPM double-gamma hemodynamic response function to generate a multivariate encoding model of looming-related BOLD signal. We applied partial least-squares (PLS) regression, implemented through the mixOmics and tidymodels packages in R, to map our looming-predicted BOLD onto observed multivariate BOLD from each ROI separately. We trained the PLS multivariate encoding model on data from 14 participants and then assessed model fit as the Pearson correlation between PLS-predicted BOLD and observed BOLD in the last held-out participant. We cross-validated model fit in a leave-one-subject-out manner by repeating this process for every participant and averaging across repetitions.

Because the collision detection model contains units that tile the visual field, the resulting BOLD encoding model encodes both retinotopic responses and responses to looming motion. Accordingly, to test for looming specificity, we compared performance between two types of encoding models: a stimulus-general model, with the PLS mapping trained on data from all four stimulus types, and stimulus-specific models, with the PLS mapping trained separately on data from each stimulus type. We expected the stimulus-specific model trained on expanding ring motion would predict superior colliculus responses more so than other stimulus-specific models, or the stimulus-general model.

We generated block permutation distributions against which to compare the model fit correlations by randomizing TRs of observed BOLD within each stimulus cycle to preserve the autocorrelation structure of the data. We then re-estimated each shuffled model fit correlation over 5,000 iterations to generate p-values for inference.

**Study 2: Infant behavioral study**

**Overview.** In Study 2, we tested whether looming representations in our model could predict infant defensive blinking in response to looming stimuli.

**Participants.** A total of 62 healthy infants participated in this study. Of the 62 infants, four infants looked less than 35% of the (total) trial durations and, thus, were excluded from subsequent analyses. An additional 12 infants failed to complete the study due to fussiness or technical difficulties, leaving 58 infants in the final sample (range = 6.2-11.7 months, M = 8.7 months; 22 boys and 36 girls). Parents provided written informed consent on behalf of their infants. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Emory University.

**Procedures and stimuli.** Infants were tested individually in a dimly lit, soundproof room. Each infant sat in a highchair or on his/her parent’s lap at a distance of approximately 60 cm from a large projection screen (92.5 x 67.5 cm). Parents were instructed to keep their eyes closed and to refrain from
interacting with their infants during the study, except for soothing them if they became fussy. Stimuli were videos of a looming two-dimensional image, which were rear-projected onto the screen at eye-level to the infant. Each infant’s face was recorded for later coding using a concealed camcorder placed just under the projection screen. Video feed was transmitted directly to a computer in an adjoining room where an experimenter monitored the session remotely.

Images in each of the videos were of individual animals (snakes, spiders, butterflies, and rabbits; two of each type); see figure below. Images were selected from an Internet search for their high quality and to match roughly in color and brightness. Images were cropped, resized, and presented against a uniform gray background using Adobe Photoshop CS5. Looming videos were created in MATLAB by manipulating the rate of expansion of the image size.

Each trial was experimenter controlled, beginning with a centrally presented attention-getter (e.g., swirling star; randomly selected across trials) that played until infants oriented to the screen. A looming video immediately followed. Each video began with two-dimensional image that expanded to a maximum size of 75° × 59° (visual angle). There was a 1 s inter-trial interval (ITI) consisting of a gray screen. Videos were created such that the virtual animal approached the infant at one of six velocities, indicating times-to-contact of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 s. Velocity was negatively correlated with approach time, such that as approach time increased, the velocity of the virtual object decreased. Infants were presented with a total of 48 trials (randomized).

**Video coding.** High quality videos of each infant were saved digitally. Video frames were coded at 33.33 ms intervals by observers blind to the stimuli presented to infants. All videos were coded by one observer for blinks (and total looking time) on each trial. Eye closures were counted as blinks if the lids of the opened eyes covered at least half of the exposed eye surface. Incomplete eye closures associated with large head turns were not counted as blinks. Also not counted as blinks were eye closures associated with yawns, sneezes, coughs, and hand movements to or near the face or mouth. A second observer coded a random sample of videos (20%) to assess reliability. Inter-observer reliability was high for the coding of both blinks and looking times (rs > 0.9).

**Measurements.** For each looming video stimulus presented to the infants, we summed the total number of blinks made by all infants on each coded frame to generate one timecourse of blink counts per video stimulus. We then further summed the blink count timecourses for each video of a given time-to-contact duration to generate one timecourse of total blink counts per time-to-contact condition (Figure S1).

**Modeling.** We extracted the cardinal optical flow for each looming video stimulus at a frame rate of 33.33 ms/frame, and then passed the flow videos through the convolutional and summation layers of the collision detection model to generate a 1D timecourse of estimated collision probability for each stimulus. We then averaged the timecourses for each video of a given time-to-contact duration to generate one timecourse of looming collision probability per time-to-contact duration.

Then, we used Poisson regression to predict framewise blink counts as a function of framewise collision probability and condition-wise time-to-contact. We generated a permutation distribution against which to compare the coefficient for collision probability by randomizing blink counts across all trials. We then re-fit the Poisson regression and extracted the shuffled coefficient over 10,000 iterations to generate p-values for inference.
Finally, we examined the potentially threshold-like relationship between blink counts and collision probability by using collision probability to classify frames as “high-blink” (5 or more blinks across infants/stimuli on that frame, to isolate trials where blinks were most likely to be defensive) or “low-blink” (fewer than 5 blinks). We calculated the area under the receiver operating curve (AUROC) both overall and as a function of time-to-contact condition, using tools implemented in the tidymodels family of R packages 68. We evaluated whether AUROC varied with time to collision by calculating Kendall’s τ between the observed rank-ordering of times-to-contact based on AUROC (highest to lowest) and duration (3 s to 7 s). We generated a non-parametric sampling distribution for overall AUROC by bootstrap resampling and re-calculating AUROC over 10,000 iterations. We also generated a permuted distribution against which to compare the observed AUROC by randomizing binarized blink counts across all trials and re-estimating AUROC over 10,000 iterations. Similarly, we generated a block permutation distribution against which to compare the observed Kendall rank correlation between time-to-contact and AUROC by randomizing binarized blink count within each time-to-contact condition. We then re-estimated the shuffled AUROC for each time-to-contact and re-calculated Kendall’s τ over 10,000 iterations to generate p-values for inference.

Study 3: Adult behavioral study

Overview. In Study 3, we tested whether looming representations in our model could predict normative self-report affect ratings in response to short, naturalistic videos.

Stimuli and behavioral measurements. We used a previously published subset of short, naturalistic videos and normative emotion ratings 38. Each video was rated by approximately 10 raters (range = [9, 17]), each of whom reported the categorical emotions elicited by the video, as well as 9-point valence and arousal ratings. For each video, we took its most frequently selected categorical emotion label, and its mean valence and arousal ratings. Videos spanned 20 consensus emotion categories.

Modeling. We resampled each video stimulus to a standard frame rate of 10 fps and passed the cardinal flow from each video stimulus through the convolutional layer of the collision detection model to yield 256 timecourses of activations per video. Next, we flattened each video’s looming representation along the time dimension. The original looming model tends to increase activation over time for “hit” stimuli as the stimuli approach the viewer and activate an increasing number of units across the visual field. Accordingly, we assumed that stronger looming activations would have a more positive slope over time. We calculated the linear slope of each unit’s timecourse over time, generating a looming representation of 256 unit activation slopes per video. We then applied linear discriminant analysis, implemented through the MASS and the tidymodels packages in R, to classify each video’s consensus emotion category (out of 20) using its 256 looming activation slopes. We trained the linear discriminant classifier using a prior training split of 1315 videos 40. All model performance statistics are reported as evaluated on the associated prior hold-out testing split of 332 videos.

We compared the emotion classification performance of the looming model to the performance of a deep convolutional neural network originally trained to classify stimulus-elicited emotions based on their static image features 40. Because that model was originally used to identify the emotion categories of individual video frames, we calculated video-wise category predictions by averaging each of the 20 emotion class probabilities across each frame of the video and taking the emotion category with the highest across-video average probability. We generated non-parametric sampling distributions for our statistics by bootstrapping and re-calculating classification accuracy, over 10,000 iterations. We also
generated non-parametric null distributions against which to compare classification accuracies by permuting the consensus emotion category labels across videos and re-calculating shuffled classification accuracy, over 10,000 iterations. Finally, we generated a permutation distribution against which to compare Kendall’s τ for category rankings by model AUROC by randomizing consensus emotion category label the across videos. We then re-estimated shuffled category-specific AUROCs for both the looming model and the static image model, and re-calculated a shuffled Kendall’s τ over 10,000 iterations to generate p-values for inference.

We used representational similarity analysis\(^\text{42}\) to assess whether the representations learned by the emotion classification models encoded information consistent with valence and/or arousal. For both the looming motion-based and static visual feature-based classifiers, we calculated the representational distance between every pair of emotion categories. For a given emotion classification model and pair of emotion categories, we calculated the distance as 1 minus the average pairwise Pearson correlation between the 20 class probabilities for any two videos from those two emotion categories. We then used linear regression to predict between-category distances in mean valence ratings from distances from both convolutional networks, allowing us to assess the independent contributions of information gleaned from optical flow and static visual features. From this regression, we estimated the partial correlation coefficients that identify the relationship between representations of looming and valence (accounting for static visual features), and between representations of static visual features and valence (accounting for looming). We conducted similar regressions using mean ratings of arousal and fear, and extracted partial correlation coefficients using the same approach. We generated permutation distributions against which to compare these partial correlation coefficients\(^\text{74,75}\), calculating randomized partial correlation coefficients over 10,000 iterations to generate p-values for inference.
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